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Since the 1980s, with the development and transformation of Chinese films, the 
artistic nature of films and the commercial nature of films have become hot topics in 
film discussions, leading to the emergence of artistry and commerciality as two 
fundamental concepts in film research. First, there was a contention on whether films 
were artistic or commercial by nature, followed by a prolonged debate on “which was 
more important than the other – artistry or commerciality”. Then, with the census on 
“the need to balance artistry and commerciality”, discussions arose as to “how to 
balance the two”. The entanglement and confusion relating to the artistic nature and 
commercial nature of films remains an urgent issue in academia which has no 
definitive answer so far. In an attempt to examine the actual confusion in the 
understanding of the double characteristic of film artistry and commerciality and to 
provide a referable theoretical anatomy of the outstanding issue of contemporary films, 
this paper uses cultural research methods to study the dual characteristic of 
commercial films. On the basis of an account of the debate on the nature of 
commercial films in China since the 1980s, and with an orientation to cultural 
criticism and cultural functions, this paper interprets the debate from a cultural 
perspective and examines the issue from the standpoint of empirical analysis, pointing 
out the problems with both sides to the debate on “the alienation theory”. This paper 
argues that as the vehicle for the formation of culture, films’ artistry and 
commerciality have neither absolute separation from each other nor absolute 
infiltration of each other. Separation is one constrained by a primary-secondary 
relationship, while infiltration is one featuring guidance and plural concern. This 
paper then proceeds to study the relationship between films and culture as two 
separate sectors and takes advantage of the theory of cultural functions to argue that 
the actual confusion on the understanding of the so-called dual characteristic of 
commercial films is not merely a topic in theoretical and historical debates, but can 
also be regarded as a game and conflict between art and commerce which have arisen 
with the changes of times. In the New Era, the relationship between the artistry and 
commerciality of films has turned from initial conflict and struggle to eventual 
integration and mutual infiltration, but the relationship remains stuck in an intricate 
entanglement. This is, to a certain degree, a reflection of the development of popular 
culture in the film sector in the New Era. The conflict, mutual infiltration and 
integration between popular culture and elite culture and mainstream culture reflect an 
orientation towards convergence, but the entanglement remains. In the present era 
where popular culture prevails, Chinese films are undergoing constant adjustment, 
“transformation” and changes, and throughout this process, mainstream culture is 
playing significant roles of consolidation and cultural guidance in a “hegemonic” 
manner.  
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